
Inference

Day 2- The Boy in 
the Dress



LI: To find clues and use 
inference to develop our 
understanding of a text
STS: 
• Read the text in short excerpts, 

identifying any places that need 
further explanation

• Think about information you know 
already

• Look for key words and phrases that 
will provide clues to moods and 
information outside the text

• Use these clues to help you work out 
what is going on and the reasons why

• Taking responsibility for your own and 
each other’s learning



Inferring

This word _______ tells me that…

The part ________ tells me that…

This makes me think that…

I think this character is feeling/ thinking _________ because…

I think the setting is ___________ because…

I think the mood/atmosphere is _________ because…

I think the writer’s viewpoint is __________ because…

I think the character’s viewpoint is ___________ because…



Vocabulary Check

interrupted – when you stop someone speaking

sophisticated – having an understanding of fashion

nonchalance – acting as if you don't care



Read this extract 

from Chapter 5.



WE DO – Let’s look together!
Why was Dennis not 

going to tell Lisa that 

he had only accidentally

headed the ball 

into the window?

"Hmm. I think that Lisa

thought it was cool

that he had done it

on purpose and he

wanted Lisa to think he

was cool."



YOU DO – Independent –answer 
these in your workbook.

• What did does Dennis infer

about Miss Windsor because she

doesn't wear a wedding ring?

• Why did Dennis and Lisa smile at

each other after they said sorry

to Miss Windsor?

How do you think Dennis felt when

he saw Lisa was not doing her lines?



Example answers:
• What did does Dennis infer about Miss Windsor because she

doesn't wear a wedding ring?

I think this means that Miss Windsor is not married.

• Why did Dennis and Lisa smile at each other after they said sorry

to Miss Windsor?

I think they smiled because they found it funny that they were told off.

• How do you think Dennis felt when he saw Lisa was not doing her lines?

I think Dennis felt surprised because she wasn't doing what she was supposed to.



Today we are looking at 
quarters (1/4s) 

This means a shape (or an 
object or number) has been 
shared into 4 equal parts. 





TIP:  
Remember… 
Shared into 
EQUAL PARTS!!!



Can you write the 
answers in your 
book?  
Remember you can 
draw the sharing 
plate to help you!

(See next slide for an 
example!)



Using household objects like pencils/ counters/ coins work out 1/4 of a 
number.

E.g.
¼ of 12 =3  (I have shared 12 counters into 4 equal groups, there are 3 
in each group.

Can you write some examples in your books?

Remember you can use a sharing plate to help you.  
















